
AN ANALYSIS OF USING THE PRIMAVERA PROGRAM ON THE

RELATIONSHIP

The Gantt chart in Primavera P6 Professional can be used to make relationship assignments and Much scheduling
analysis takes place on the Gantt chart. Finally, we recalculate the schedule with the F9 function key.

Click OK. In Figure 8 we update our filter to capture and highlight all activities that have predecessor or
successor details that contain the abbreviation SS. Overview Total Float and Free float are well established
and understood aspects of CPM scheduling, however less well known is Relationship Float, which can be
considered as the float or duration through a relationship that will drive successor activities and create
criticality. You Might Also Like. While both can yield the same results under certain conditions, most times
critical paths can differ dramatically when calculated under one criterion over the other. The key here is to 1
be aware, and 2 document document document. We plan to assign Finish to Start FS predecessor and
successor relationships. Michael has taught s professionals how to use project controls software like Primavera
P6 over the past 10 years through his online courses and tutorials. We have in Figure 1 our demonstration
project. This is feasible using the filter feature highlight capability. I prefer to avoid Excel in this case because
the export takes too many clicks to produce the report. Although start-to-finish SF relationships are not
forbidden they are considered counter-intuitive and should be limited to extremely rare situations. For
instance, this comes in handy when engaging in higher-precision scheduling efforts, which could require
tracking activities down to the hour. Figure 6 When we select OK all activities that have either a FF
predecessor or successor are highlighted in blue, Figure 7. This combination will filter for both lags and leads
ie: negative lags. In this case of this tip, we only used a single rule; but the tool can clearly be utilized to
implement more intricate and complex changes to the schedule. Relationship Float between activities should
therefore be an important consideration when scheduling, to understand the interaction between activities, any
values of lag to be applied, and the extent of delays to predecessors effecting successors. On the Admin
Categories window, go to the Units of Measure tab. As you may expect, these unsatisfied constraints generate
negative TF values. However, my recommendation is to use them sparingly. You will be prompted to create or
modify an existing rule. Also, ensure that the cell containing the desired calendar ID ie: the value that will be
copied onto the rest of the activities in the highlighted range is the first item in that selection, as shown in
image 4. Figure 3 A tool tip will also tell you the type of relationship you are creating. In order to do this,
select the activity you need to create steps for. This filter captures all activities that have predecessor or
successor details that contain the abbreviation FF. This continues to hold even when we add constraints to our
baseline to account for intermediate and final project deadlines eg: building dried-in, substantial completion
and final completion milestones ; as by definition, a baseline shows no delays and hence no negative float.
Once there, select the desired ie: previously created filter from the list and press the Copy As Layout button, as
shown in Image  We first want to display predecessor and successor details to support review of the FF
relationships. Now we can quickly see to inspect each instance of FF relationships in the schedule and
consider possible replacement with a FS relationship. Output the Report Data to a. Twitter 0 The following
article aims to explain Relationship Float and how to view these values for users of Primavera P6. Note that
open ends are also generated by activities An analysis of industrial relations and employer associations in
australia whose i only predecessor relationship is a finish-to-finish link or ii only an introduction to the
analysis of energy in human bodies successor relationship is a start.


